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dUflIPER GARDENS PARENT COOPERATIVE PRESCHOOL

1970-1971

Introduction

This application is for funds to support the Juniper Garders Par r

Cooperative Research and Denionstration Project for its fourth complet,

year. During the past three years, staff members and residents of the

community have demonct-ated that the concept of a parent-operated Head

Start program is viable in the setting of the Juniper Gardens public

housing project and that it is a model which can and is being used in

Head Start programs in other comMunities.

In harmony with the National Head Start prograoi, the objectives of the

P are n t Coepo Presc000l are based -) the concept tha- th confrontation

betwoon the poverty arca child and the school may be a meotrmq of tw-

cultur s %Mich Is disastrov for both. The conflict in this confronta ti on

is h,red on these facterc

Children of poverty areas have experiutial deficits wh--

enter scheels vihich are designed to meet the needs and ming

histo ies of rlddl uclass children. Thus, even at the preschool

level the poor child is exposed to exneri nces and is taught with

procedures developed for, and appropriate for another populatien.

2. ThO tyni- l first grade proci,ram assu:Nes the existence of valw..

aU specific skills ihich may be al' n to 1 inco-e children .
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P1ccause of diFfering parent-Llild relationships and interactions,

re lilforcers which sustain the motivation of suburban middle-class

children are ofYii not effactive with poverty area children.

The Parc

head Start Ce

place upon childreii rrom deprived arcas. Specifically, they are designed to:

1. Provide experiences and proced,urns tail,red to the children enrolled.

2. reach the specific skills which th p. children will need when they

begin fornal schooling.

3. Develop parent-child relationships which will build reinforcement

hi tories to sustain motivation once tine child enters the public school

classroom.

The preschool operates on the premise that these goals can be achieved

aid that irnperten t changes in parent-child interactions can be developed if

both parent and child have the opi _ stuhity to work in a specially desj gn

envi rom-rlt_ In partner:ihip with profts icriLls, parents can play k

in Nrin:On5 bntnt ubr,trti 1 1 np rovenon t in the 1 ca i'm i ng exper

o use viol 1-proçramncd matclair:

and positivc: soc.i nil rd nforc;eent. The Coop pruvi des a setting which cieble

pa icnt to acquire skills in preschool teaching, to focu, their intrests

the day-by-day duceti on of thcir childrn, and to assume responsibil,Ly

for the c eti on of.the proeran.

In addi tI oci to prr) idine t rei ru ny for parenLs and children the Pal

Coon provl es profussionJ1 trainin,1 opportunities for university nraduette

student., This incl the deecloprz-L oF research skI lls. As descr THd

elsevhcre in issert Ltra rusul to

Aeperative I licol and the Planned Variation Procirani

d,('Ijned to overcome the lisadvantages these facto

their children as they therzelv

reserch Lh in esen te ti on of N':n r a I naLiohal p roles '1 i onal conint



and publications.

The Parent Cooperative Preschool is primarily a demonstration project.

Therefore, one of its major functions is to provide opportunities for others

to learn of the methods and procedures being used. As described more fully

later in the proposal, proFessionals, students, and lax people from all over

the nation have visited the project to gain first-hand knowledge of its

procedures and its applicability to their own situations. The development

of motion picture films, reports to professional groups, and publications

have al contributed to the demonstration function.

Most importantly, five hundred Head Start children in six cen_ers have

directly benefitted frou e Coop model. These centers participating in

the Planned Variation Progran, have sent staff members to the Coop for

training. The trainees then have returned to their home locations and

implemented the procedures used at the Coop. The effects of the training

which can Li seen at this point and the relationship betweenPVP and the Coop

will be explained in grei.ler detail later in the proposal.

The main body of the proposal which follows describes the Juniper

Garoeil3 reschool cducation program, the parent training program, the

research and evaluation procedures the demonstration Plan to be follow-1d

and the staff orqeni2a "ion and resources available for the Comin year.

The Preschool Education an 1t Fra inino Pronrarn
_

Uehavioral Oblectives

Two classes of pup 1 behavior aro targets for the manipulative pro-

cedures

and us -ial, S r MO)d

of obso rvo d preacedeldc clu F IC I ocies.

tl mod ir this prope 11. The two classes may be termed "acadmic"

ins ti tutioll, exists beccusc

fi-,lly, deficl (i.e., below



the norrnalvc stndurds of the comparabl ni dle class child) exist in

preacadernic skill areas such as language, number concepts, and reading

readiness. Skills in object identification, narration, counting, classifying,

discriminating symbols, and seriatirig are illustrative of those vhich our

procedures are desiuned to develop.

Soci behaviors identified for development include cooperating vith

other children, distincuishing between times to compete and times to

cooperate, following instructions, and acting with increasing independence.

Target behavior in parents are those which in aggregate describe an

effective teacher. Specifically, the parents are taught to observe and

record specific instances of carefully defined child behaviors; they are

taught tutoring skills; they are taught group management procedures whic

allow thew to direct the activities of a group of children. They are taught

work si1is including punctuality, low absenteeism, assumption of planning

-espensihilitios, and tnc training of C-her parents.

B. fIyEothoco

ThQ procdurcs us(,:d in the Parent Coop to hieve these beh6tioral

objGetives aru basel on the foliwing -mpiric 1 genera lizations:

1. Uehovioral acquisitions are accel orated as a function of the

frequucy of contingent rei nforcerent.

2. Netivatign to sustain academic acti ity intreases a func ici

tie onaunt of reinforcem ot as cci atcd oith that acti vity.

Acadomic chi evr:en t mci as --r the probability of nlJing

ucous responses decreas-s

4. The probability of erroneous respond'i_-- decreases as effective

Avo

end fL1uiri prc-oduros erc incrc 1

-sive or punitive child manag

7
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function of a p- 's skill in utilizing positive, contingent n _ce-

ment.

6. Parental interest in and support of the academic achievenient of

their children increases as a function of their familiarity with and

participation in the formal educational procesr

The Curriculunl

During the pa t year there has been an increased emphasis placed on

engaging children in a variety of proacademic and academic activities

(rhyming, visual discrimination printing, improving listening skills, basic

arithmetic skills). This academic emphasis occurred partly in response to

the wishes of the parents themselves. While they appreciated th e utility of

the more t-aditional preschool regimen focusing on development of cooperative

play and other social skills, they were eager to provide their children with

specific academic skills in order to improve their chances for sicccs in

public schools.

Curriculun ra te'ri als were selected wlich:

1. de -ribe the behavior the child will be capable of at the end o_

the sequence,

uire frequent responding by thu cii 1 ci,

3. contain clear criteria for a "Correct" response,

allow for individual rates of progress, and

provide period1 c tes ti ricj of aclil evtnenL g ins.

Tht_ rhildrer ;:Lro dividA into thrch2 small groups. At di ffcrcnt times

during L ec,Ci g oup rccei ved instruction in readings handwriting

and io th For cxu;710, at 9:0d Group A had .1- lding, Group B had handriting,

Group C h ' d 1 1 , t 1 0 : G J r.toup h i "I- Group B had reading, Group C

hod , etc, 'It1,1 11,atrri,lk wied ruoling MeGr,-/ Hill:



Sullivan Programed seri ,; handwriting - Behavior Analysi4 Handwritinti

Primer and Lyon, and Carnahan: W ite See Series; math - Random How,o:

Suppe scrics and Addison WeOey. Detailed records of the children's

performance were kept and will be discussed in the evaluation section,

support tho academic emphasis, the token system was initiated and

proved effccti ve in providinc increased incentive for engaging in academic_

oriented activities.

The TrkinhilProsilam

Appropriate teaching includes the immediate delivery of praise and a

token contingent upon a correct or improved response, and prompting effec-

tively. Thus, positive reinforcem,nt is used to build improved behavi.or

and an attempt Is made to eliminate all coercive or negative control

procedures. Observation categories which will r sult in precise meas e-

ment of parents teaching be avior when they sta t at the Coop and afto

several weeks of traIning are hi ng developed in conjunction with the

Planned Van iaLion Progrcm.

Pa rents begin their ni:x Wee!4 of wort with a short lecture by Barbara

HughQs, Cc.' Hoid Teacftr, tihe is a incme r of the Juniper Gardens comm nity.

Derjdis a hrief expl anat i on of the overall daily schedule and proc

each flO U) er mceives a co y of Ier own schedule for each day. She thvn

works in ome of the &ican c;lic areas under the close supervision of a staff

hteioLer. ALe thwrd frv(,:_nt scusion or Lhe children s progre

records. [lob 1110 the r i1 50 s coach in9 Ofl tuLorimg i ndi vi dual

children and n a token bi k 1 area.

Each msotlmr le,r11,-, the tchatiics of USW tokens, settlug prices and

tradilT bu durin(j laLer six week poriods.

9



7

PrqjriinEvaltn tion

Several dinensions oF ova luat on will he used during the coming year.

In most eass the evaluation procedures are extensions of those used during

the curr-nt yeor.

A. Assessment of Procedure

Experimental analyses aro new underway which will provide a stronger

empirical basis for determining the strengths and limitations of sevorl

Coop procedures. Investigation is continuing on the effects of praise in

the tutorial situation while ho ding instructions and other discriminative

stimuli constant. Results from 1968-69 (Figure 1) indicated that praise

effectively increased correct responses across different teachers, children, and

materials. Results from 1969-70 Figure 2) confirm this finding.

In another study, Chuck Pie a University of Kansas graduate student,

has demons tra ted that children's frop play activities which occurred 22 hours

later were controlled by an adult's verbal behavior. An analysis of his

results indicated the discriminative stimulus propertie- of the adult's

verha I beliavi or was a critical variable contr Iling the chi ldren s nonverbal

play behavior.

The Coop is not simply dCuionstrciti ig an established set of static

procedures. The methods of instruction and trdining have been ovol ying

thr u(;h the thre, veers if 010 pregrom. They will continue to do so as

ful her empiri cal evi dei acquired about the effects of new procedures.

As,le-J;r7nt ;row) Porre rR rwo Charm.

Several pre- and pos-weasures of perforila uco have been a standard el Oflent

of the Co p pronrari yince its incq-tion. Peabody Picture Voca_ularv tet s ar

admiuir,Lerc (It the b'riinn1 nu clod ezid or each scholl year.

10



In 1969-1970 Wide Pang- Achievement Tests and Caldwel' I Pros .hcol Inventories

were also administo d. The scores of a matched group of Head Start children

from other centers in Kansas City, Kansas are being compared to the scon_s

f the Coop children in order tc assess thn differential effects of thc Coop

procedo ,-. The ( st-test measures have not as vet been complptod for the current

year, however, oven groat-- gains than those n -r last year en the Peabody are

expected due to the m highly academic orientation of this year's progm.

C. Assessments of Indivi fual Performance Changes_

At the '
ginning of each year's program each child is given a locally

developed test which assesses specific entry behaviors along a number of

dimensions incltd ng: color discrimination, color naming obj ct identification,

symbol matching, number sequences recitation (1-10 and 5-10), counting objects,

left-right discrimination relative position identification, biographical

information and several other . The results of this entry inventory determine

the var uUs point', at which individurilized 1 nstructj on sequences will be

i niL ated for each child. The entry I nventorv instrument has b.en constructed

to requirc- very little instructi on. It can be reliably administered by a

parent who if, new to the progr,-,111.

Daily records are [:ept of the total number of responses aid the number of

correct responses each ,shild makes

the I rsunce of the cliii dren an

This allows teachers to assess

correc L roblems shortly after they

b ein. These records have prc-1 valuable in reorganizing material uttil it

in th optiwwa senuenco for rapid progress, with minimum errors.

Weekly proqrcss reports gIve a graphic picture of progress and help point

out individual ,n are not pronrnssi ng. Teach Ic staff members all uz,

11
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11

progress records for reading, handwriti g and math which are niade u

the weekly reports.

A third source of information for the staff is plotted cumulative

child hours of formal instruction. These help teachers see if their instruc-

tional time remains fairly constant from week to week. Also the time spent

during each week can be compared to the amount of prog ess made by the

children that week.

The Demonstration Plan

The Juniper Gardens Parent Cooperative Preschool is a demonstration

project in three contexts, First, as descrlbed in the preceding section,

it demonstrates the applicability of learning theory principles to a training

program for parents and their childrin in Head Start type classes. Secondly,

it functions as a training center for demonstrating procedures to be used

in Planned Variation Pr gram centers. Third, it.pr-vides z setting for demon-

strating the program and procedures to local , regional and national audiences.

The Juniper Gardens -etting affords some unique advantages as a center

e uipped to carry out denionstrat ion activities in the third context since it

ls favorably located and it is affiliated with the University of Kansas.

The role of the Coop as a training center'for the Planned Variation Program

classes served a very important function. Eighteen different delegates--nine

frmn the Hopi classes and nine from Portageville, Missouri--participated in

the three-day training sessions startIng in October and continuing into March

covering the entire spectrum of duties. Each representative actively partl-'

cipated in learning:

- appropriate t-eachi ng skills,

- utilization of curriculum materials,
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- tutoring procedures, and

- parent training procedures.

It should be noted that all the materials and techinques used in Planned

Variation Program were first implemented at the Coop. The Coop then, truly

serves a primary function for PVP classes by field-testing materials as well

as techniques and by functioning as a training center for the acquisition of

these techniques.

The effects of the Coop training are dramatic. Each PVP teacher, upon

return to her own class, patterned her class directly after the model provided

by the Coop.

A. Favorable Location

1. Local: The Juniper Gardens Coop Preschool is located in the community

budlding of the Juniper Gardens Housing Project. Many of the parents and

children who partic pate in the preschool live in the housing project, others

live vithir a short distance of the community building. This location in the

heart of the area being served makes it possible for parent i volvement and

allows maximur community visibility and participation. Members of the immediate

community are able to visit the Coop and are well aware of the program.

The location of the project in the center of the Kansas City metropolitan

area has made it possible for many local visitors to view the Coop in operation.

An open house was held the evening of May 4 both for parents of children current y

in the program and to recruit for next year. The children demonstrated some

of the academic skills they have learned this year and the film, "How to Use

Tokens in Teaching" was shown. This training film featuring Barbara Hughes

and one or Lilo children from the Coop will soon be available for use in other

Heal Start and Follow Through training programs.

1
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Owens, Demonstration Coordinator, in addition to arranging numerous

visits of groups and individuals also has been working wi h the Board of

.
Directors of the Northeast Action Group to help the group reorganize the local

Head Start program which is currently being run by the school board. The

Action Group will sponsor the Head Start program next year and will make

clianges in the program to include more parents as teachers and assistant

teachers.

Local visitors are listed below:

Mrs. Kreuger and students from the School of Education, Universlty of Kansas,

Dr. Robert'Ridgway and students from the School of Education, University of

Kansas,

Linda Fisher, Kansas University Medical Center,

Josephone Poelinitz, Head Start, Kansas City, Kansas,

Charleszine Edwards, Home Economics, Ellad Start, Kansas City, Kansas,

Aivilda Sallard, Head Start Programmer, Kansas City, Kansas,

Barbara Jordan, Head Start Social Worker, Kansas City- Kansas,

Students from School of Nursing, Kansas University Medical Cen

Board of Directors, Northeast Action Group, Inc., Kansas City, Kansas,

Students from University of Missiouri at Kansas City,and

Phil Gary, Assistant to the Chancellor for Urban Affairs University of

Kan as.

2. Regibnal: The project's regional location places it in proMmity to

two major universities and numerous colleges. Head Start and other projects

concerned with pa ent-child interactions located in the Midwest also find the

Coop accessible for visits, Large classes in education from the University of

Kansas and from the University of Missouri at Kansas City make regular visits

to the project Smaller groups of students i n educational psychology, speech

17
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and hearing, psychology, human development and special education have visited

fron the Univeristy of Kansas Medical Center and other area colleges and

univeresities.

Regional visitors include:

Gerard Bensbern, University of Ala ama,

Charles Herron, University of Alabama,

Steve Willard, University of Alabama,

R.B. Allison, University of Alabama,

Sandy Raymore, Parsons State Hospital and Training Center, Parsons, Kansas,

Mary Nell Glacier, Parsons State Hospital and, Training Center Parsons,

Kansas,

Shirley Berge-- Parsons State Hospital and Training Center- Parsons, Kansas,

Dr. Vance Cotter, Parsons State Hospital and Training Center, Parsons, Kansas,

Gary and Barb Lammers, Missouri University,

Mrs. Weir, Speech Clinician, Salina, Kansas,

Miss Roxie Warr, Missouri University,

Miss Judy Brandis, Missouri University,

Miss Gladys Bright, Topeka, Kansas, and

Dr. Janes 0. Smith, Missouri University.

3 Nati_onal: The fact that Kansas City- Kansas is located in the center

of the nation makes it possible for persons from all over the country to visit

the Coop. Among those national and international guests who have visited in

the current year are these perso-s:

Dr. Sidney Rosenblum, University of Mexico,

Mrs. Ellen Spen ler, Model Cities Agency, Albuquerque, New Mexico,

is
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Dr. Wells Hively, Minnesota University,

Miss Mary Lou Rush, Middletown, Connecticut,

Miss Louise Butts, Middletown, Connecticut

Professor Prisciliano Barros, Costa Rica, Central America,

Professor °video Sato, Costa Rica, Central America,

Professor Rene Voquerana, Costa Rica, Central America,

Dr. John Helwig, San.Salvador,

Dr. David L. Jafte, Chief Bio-Medical Division, NICHHD,

Dr. Art Coleman, Psychiatrist, Walter Reed Hospital,

Margaret. Gapo, Teacher, Toronto, Ontario

Joan Bowl), Provincial Supervisor, Toronto, Onta_io

Steve Farness, Neuro Psychiatric Institute, UCLA. Medical Center,

Donley Moor, St. Josephs Hospital, Rosewell, Scotland,

Dr. Chris Kiernan, Bevesbeck College, University of London, London, England.

Dr. Donald G- eeh, Institute of Behavior Research, Washington, D.C.

Eloisa de Lorenzo, University of Montevideo, Montevideo, Uruguay, and

Dr. C. Corbett, University of London, London, England

B. Affiliation with the University of Kansas

1. Trainin and Deiiionstration . In addition to it*.i favorable location,

the project's affiliation with the University of Kansas plays a role in making

it effective as a demonstration center. The project is co-sponsored by the

University of Kansas Bureau of Child Research and the University of Kansas

Department of Human Development and Family Li e. This affiliation makes it

possible for numerous studerrts to receive professional training at the Coop.

Joseph Lachowicz, a Ph.D. student, conducted the research for his dissertation

at the Coop duri- 1P)9-70, Chuck Pierce anoth'r Ph.D. student, will be

19
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presenting a paper at the American Psychological Association meeting in

September, 1970 which describes work he did at the Coop.

The Bureau of Child Research sponsors rnany programs which enhance

demonstration opportunities. Bureau sponsored programs include the Center

for Research in Mental Retardation and Human Development at Lawrence, Parsons,

and the University of Kansas Medical Center. The Department of Human Development

sponsors the University of Kansas Research Preschool and a Center for Research

in Early Childhood Education. Many persons who are attracted to this area to

observe these other programs include Juniper Gardens on their itinerary% Since

the project is a part of the University of Kansas, the Bureau of Child Research%

the Department of Human Development and the Juniper Gardens Children's Project,

't can call on the resources of these agencies for consultation and to assist

in demonstration functions.

2. Research and Demonstration Film Production . Not the least of the

University support is the availability of a professional cinematography staff.

Under the direction of Mr. Robert Hoyt, t e Bureau of Child Research produced

Siiarhead_at Juniper Gardens_which has been seen by an estimated 35,000 people

at last count. Ine six prints distributed by the KU Bureau of Visual Instruction

are always book d several months in advance, §_pj_arhead has been shown to civic

groups and professional audiences across the nation, including shunings at

national conventions such as the Council for Exceptional Children and the AAMD.

It is also in demand for Head Start Follow Through, and Other workshops concerned

with involving parents in the trainino of their children, and in college psychology

classes.

The availability of excess federal camera equipmeqt throl-h 0E0 authoriz' :ion

has made a significant contribution to the demonstration and dissemInatIon of

2 0
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earcheand .

training informtion originating in this project.

As a consequence of our developmental efforts, the use of au io-visual

materials is now a standard procedure for many of our researchers who are

called upon to demonstrate their work' The first major film of the Kansas

Center for Mental Retardation and Human Development, Spearhead, was made in the

Juniper Gardens Children's Project. Since that time several other films have

been completed. Others ar now in production. We have found films to be

truly effective in helping meet the continuing demand for information about our

work.

The development and dissemination of the products and procedures of research

presents a major problem to clinicians and researchers and their Consumers. They

must somehow meet an obligation,to share the results of their study as quickly and

as clearly as possible. Colleagues anOpecifically concerned lay persons must

interpret the results of the work in terins which are meaningful amd utilitarian

to the problems they face in similar work. It is a long and oftem difficult task

for a scientist to shape his results into a presentable and translatable formiat.

Adding to this problem is the time lag in the usual presentation media--the

channels of professional publication. Proposed articles must be read and

reviewed by specialists. Editors must then evaluate the criticisms and decide

whether to accept, reject, or make recommendations for revisions, Articles are

often submitted to several journals, multiplying this time factor, There is a

significant lag between the acceptance and the appearance of a pir fessional

article. And last but not least, the "practical" value of such orticles is open

to question slnce communication is often a -econdary considera ion in the

pu -pose of those reports. Many articles containing significant findings are

obscurely written or0 ov r-qualified. At best, printed puhl i cati cins can
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hardly be called dynamic whep compared to audiovisual media presentation. Since

some form of printed publication is essential to most research and development,

such work is necessary. However, such printed communication must be communicative

and an adjunct component of a programmed dissemination process.

The diversified use of motion picture photography and video tape has been

increasing steadily for the past several years. They are now accepted media

for all manner of communication needs, from public relations, formats for

instruction, research reporting, instrumentation, and documen ation. Like the

university press, university film and tape produc ion units are being called

upon to publish faculty contributions to the body of scientific knowledge, We.

are already immersed in an audiovisual revolution. Advances such as this in

technology need be put to work for the researcher and the clinician.

t is obvious that scientists cannot focus their attention on hard e,

software, achieving standards securing support, solving administrative problems,

or any one of many other significant problems. Often they are so immersud in

their own "problem" they cannot define an instructional or communicative coal

for its "solution." These things require spec alists and specialists are

beginni g to be recognized as integral to these functions, leaving the researcher

and the clinician to concentrate on children, on principles of hehavio

research design, and on interpersonal relations. This same concept met he

applied to demonstration, instruction, and dissemination. Freed of such chores,

the researcher and clinician can adjust to a changing climate and employ his

unique ski lls as a member of a team to plan programs and systems which a e

intrinsic to any research or training program.

A training film, Teaching with Tokens, was finished in the sprinc of 197D

and features Barhara Hughes, hcad Leacher al the Coop, and one of tho child
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from the Coop, it is expected that this film will be widely used as an

introduction to parents who are going to work in the Head Start and Follow

Through classrooms. One print of the film will be distributed to each Follow

Through district using the Kans .s model. The present application contains fund

requests for the development of additional demonstration and training films

3. Presentations_and_Printed Reorts. Related to the filmed reports of

procedures used at Juniper Gardens are research presentations and publicat ons.

In addition to the earlier published report of the Parent Coop research by Todd

Risley which appeared in Ps cholo Toda an article by Jacobson Bushell, and

Risley (Appendix A) has been puhlished in the Journal of .APPli_ed_Behavior

Analysis.

Formal papers were also presented,at the American Educational Research

Association Meeting in Minneapolis and the American Psychological Association

Meeting in Washington, D.C.; In addition- workshop presentations were made by

Dr. Hall and/or Dr. Bushell in Kansas City, Missouri to the Missouri Association

for Children with Learning Di a iliti s Champaign, Illinois to the Adler Zone

Center Staff, Napa, California at the San Fransisco State Behavior Modification

Workshop, Hot Springs, Arkansas at the State Workshop in Special Education,

Albuquerque, New Mexico Workshop for the Model Cities Kindergarten Teachers,

Jackson, Mississippi Workshop for Teachers Principals and Administrators,

Denver University Workshop in Special Education.

A large facet of the demonstration function of the Parent Coop relates

directly to Dr. Boshell's roli as a sponsor for Follow Through and Head Start

programs throughout the country,

During the past two years tile parent training procedures first explored

in the Coop have been adopted in 120 Follow Throuçih and 11 Head Start class-

roons throughout the country, Tile program doscr_pt on Appendix B) of
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procedures used with these 5,000 elemerLary and 500 Head Start children gives

clear evidence of the influence of Coop procedures. Also A Token Manual fo

Behavior Analvsis_Classrooms, which ties in with the earlier mentioned

training film, was essentially designed from Coop lessons (see Appendix

Staff Oroanization

The Parent Cooperative Preschool is one of a group of closely related

projects which, in aggreote, constitute the Juniper Gardens Children's Project.

The Project as a whole is a cooperative effort of the Bureau of Child Research

and the Department of Human Development of the University of Kansas. The project

enjoys the active participation of behavioral scientists, a social worker, health

consultants, trained teachers, and an effective community organization known as

NAG, the Northeast Action Group. The fdrmal organization within which the

Cooperative operates, however, has the following appearan

Bureau of Child
Research

Dr. R. L. Schiefelbusch, Dir.

Department of Human
Development

Dr. F.D. Horowitz, Chmn.

Juniper Gardens Children's Projec
Dr. R. Vance Hall, Coordinator

After School
Remedial Program

Dr. M.M. Wolf, Dir.

PARENT COOPERATIVE PRESCHOOL

Dr. Don Bushell_Jr., Dir.

Experimental Preschool

A. Administrative Staff.

Dr. Richard Schiefelbusch, Director of the Bureau of CM ld Research, is the

Project Director. Co-Directors of the Project are the Coordinator of the

Juniper, Gardens Children's Project, Dr. R. Vance Hall, and the Director of the

Coop Preschool, Dr. Don Bushell, Jr.
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B. The Preschool

The preschool staff will include a Training Coordinator and a graduate

research assistant, both of Om will aid with the research and training.

The full responsibilities of a head teacher (planning, scheduling, buying,

coordinating activities, and conducting each day's session) are assumed by

Mrs. Barbara Hughes who began with the program as a parent volunteer. She,

in turn, has undertaken to develop similar management skills in parents in the

program. Two assistant teachers, one who was also a parent volunteer and

joined the staff in 1969. will aid in the preparation of materials and training

of the parents.

The mothers in the Parent CQ p train ng program comprise the basic staff foi.

the educational program. As a Part of their training as staff members an

investigation was conducted, into th- feasibility and the effects of marding

parent participation vith incentive bonuses. Preliminary results of this

practice are encouraging. They strongly ind cate that it should be continued

and submitted to systematic analysis. Token payment is also proposed for

attendance at afterschool inservice meetings. These will provide special

training in the use of cur iculum Iaterials, procedures for behavior. modification

(both in the classroom and at home), and program management.

Special incent ves are a so proposed to encourage members of the staff to

continue or resunie their academic training. On a very small scale, this aspect

of the p ogram is identi al to the contract work which is being done for Head

Start hy LPI. The basic difference is that bonuses dill be awarded iimnedi ately

upon the successful cempl tion of course work at a college or unive sity, or for

acquiring a GID cerillmte.
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Demonst-ation Staff

Demonstration activ ties have been handled by Uriel Owens, Demonstra .on

Coordinator, who has scheduled all visitors, arranged for showings of the film,

Spearhead 42p.piper_Garden- coordinated speaking engagements, assumed

numerous administrative responsibilities including budget management, and

acted as liaison between the project and the community. In the latter capacity,

Mr. Owens meets with the Advisory Board of the local Neighborhood Action Group.

Mr. Owens also coordinated production of audio-visual materials, working

closely with Mr. Robert Hoyt and Mr. Robert Gardner of the Buneau of Child

Research film staff.

ysica1Faci1itiesiti

The Parent Cooperative Preschool is conducted in the large (2,900 square

feet ) multi-purpose room of the Juniper Gardens Community Center building at

1979 North Third Street, Kansas City, Kansas. Collapsible partitions and

booths are used to divide the multi-purpose room into various act.:vity and

teaching areas. These are designed so that they can be easily stored at the

end of each day's session so that they do not interfere with other community

programs. These facilities are available each weekday morning except the first

Thursday of each month throughout the year. Office and work spacesare available

for teachers to prepare materials and transact the business of the preschool in

the same building. Additional space for administrative and secretarial offices

is located nearby at 2021 North Third Street. Bureau of Child Research and

Department of Human Development Offices are located in New Haworth Hall on the

University of Kansas campus in Lawrence, Kansas.
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APpENDIX A

SWITCHING REQUIRE ENTS IN A HEAD START CLASSROOM

NOTE: This article reprint by. Joan M. Jacobson, Don Bushell, Jr.,
and Todd Risley is copyrighted and not available for reproduction.
It appeared in Journalof Applied Behavior Analysis; v2 nl Spring
1969, pp.43-47.
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS CLASSROOM
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THE BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS CLASSROOM

Don Bushell, Jr., Director
Follow Through Project
Department of Human Develop ent
University of Kansas
Lawrence, Kansas 66044
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INTRODUCTION

Behavior Analysis is a new strategy for education. During the past five

years, it has grown from a handful of experimental settings to hundreds

of elementary classrooms throughout the nation. Successfill Behavior

Analysis classrooms have begun to transform the learning experiences of

thousands of children. In the rural south, the industrial northeast,

the urban midwest, and on Indian reservations in the west and southwest,

children are learning more,-With greater enjoyment and confidence thian

has been possible in-the past.

Behavior Analysis coMbines familiar,educational techniques in,a unique

way to provide a new kind oflearning opportunity for yOung children.

The program includes aspects of team teaching non-graded classrooms,

pro-rammed instruction, individualized teaching, and token reinforcement

systems. The result is a education system which--

accelera es the Zearning and achievement of the children,

and

unites professional educators, para-professiona

and parents in the teaching proce

There is no mystery connected with this new system. The basic princi-

ples of human learning have been unders ood for some time. Behavior

Analysis has taken these principles out of the laboratory classroom and

put them to work in schools. 30
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As an instructional system, Behavior Analysis follows a standard but

flexible pattern. The first step, whether the child is being taught

social or zcadern1c skills, is to define an instructional objective.

The goals of teaching a child to say "Good morning" when he enters the

classroom, or to put materials away when he is finished with them, are

just as legitimate as instructional objectives in reading and mathematics.

The second step in Behavior Analysis i_ to determtne had much the child

already knows about what you are trying to teach. The skills which

children bring into the classroom vary so much that_ it is not realistic

to begin everyone in the same lesson. A ulecial Entry Behavior Inventory

and diagnostic tests help,a- 1Racher decide where each individual child

needs to begin working in the sequence leading to several instructional

objectives in academic areas. At higher levels of achievement, these

diagnostic tests are imbedded in the materials to insure that each chi d

mastering each instructional objective before being moved on to the

next part of the sequence.

With an established instructional objective and knowledge of a child's

current skill in relation to that objective, the steps between can be

taught more easily if the child is well Motivated to learn.

MOTIVAT ON: THE TOKEN ECONOMY

Belavior Analysis assumes tha- "motivation" does not just happen-

taught. It is the r-esult oF carefully executed procedures which pro-

vide the incentives needed to guarantee that a child will begin and
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carry through on learning tasks. There are many potential incentives

present in every classroom. The smiles and praise of a teacher, the

chance to participate in recess and games with classmates, stories, at-

tractive materials, and the chance to select a particular favorite ac-

tivity can all be good incentives if properly used.

When activities the children prefer are available as a direct consequence

of a particular behavior, they are valuable incentives, or reinforcers,

which can generate and sJstain motivation and progress. If these same

activities are available automatically, regardless of what the child may

do, they have very little incentive value. The timing of the conseciuence

and its clear relationshivto a particular behavior make a crucial dif-

ference. When praise iinmediatly 'follows a child's bJhavior, it will

usually reinforce, or strengthen, that behavior. If it comes too soon or

too late it will have little or no effecttiming is the key.

Because many reinforcing events are hard to deliver with the necessary

immediacy, Behavior Analysis classrooms use a Token Exchange System to

sustain a high level of motivation. As each child in the class works at

various learning tasks, he is given tokens for his progress and improve-

ment. Later, after he has accumulated several tokens in this way, he

has the opportunity to exchange them for events and activities which are

important to him. These back-up activities give meaning and value to the

tokens. As long as the back-ups are exciting and enjoyable, the tokens

will support the child's motivation to learn and to succeed.-

Tokens, In addition to being properly timed, must be delivered frequently

to be most effective. When a child is faced with a new and difficult

B-4
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task, tokens are given often for small amounts of progress. At a lat r

stage, as the child's skill improves fewer tokens are needed to support

progress. Consequently, the way a child earns tokens is constantly

changing. At first, tokens and praise will follow a child's first at-

tempt at holding a pencil correctly. Later, as skill increases, the to-

kens and praise will foll w the writing of a complete sentence.

THE CLASSROOM STAFF AND THE PARENT PROGRAM

The requi ement of frequent attention and reinforcement for each indi-

vidual child is difficult., ff not impossible, for one teacher who must
.

deal with an entire class of thirty or more children. To provide the

necessary amount of individual attention, Behavior Analysis classrooms

are staffed by four adults. The lead teacher heads the team and gener-

ally takes special responsibility for reading instruction. The full-

time aide usually takc special responsibility for the small math groups;

and two parent aides concentrate on handwriting and spelling lessons and

individual tutoring. This kind of team arrangement insures that every

child receives the personal attention and reinforcement needed for him

to learn at his maximum rate.

A program of parent participation is one of the key factors i- the Suc-

cess of the Behavior Analysis approach. With proper training, the par-

ents have become valued instructors in the classroom. Without them it

would not be possible for the lead teacher and aide to enjoy the advan-

tages of mall group teaching. Parents who have worked in the classrooM

33
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are also extending the benefits of the program into the home situation.

With an understanding of classroom process and the principles of posi-

tive reinforcement, the parents are able to join professional teachers

as partners in the education of the community's children.

Parents are employed in the classroom in a series of positions which

provide improved career opportunities. During the first year, a parent

servet for six to eight weeks in the classroom as a trainee. This rela-

tively short work period enables a large number of parents to have direct

contact with the program. At the next level, some parents who have been

trainees 'are employed as aides for an entire semester. Finally, some o'f

those who have been semester aides are employed to fill full-time posi-

tions as teacher aides. The reult of this sequence is a nl kind of

unity between school and community, a new set of opportunities for par-

ents, and a new potential for truly individualized classroom instruction.

THE CURRICULUM

To take advantage of these new opportunities, Behavior Analysis class-

room select curriculum materials that:

1. _ibe the b lavior the chi d will be

capable of at thc end qf the sequence,

3. require frequent responding by the child,

3. contain clear criter ia for a correct response,

4. allow for individual rates of progres and

5. provzde for periodic te ting of achievement gains.
_

3 /I
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The combination of a) materials which meet these requirements b mul-

tiple teachers, and (c) a token exchange system creates a new kind of

educational setting where children learn more rapidlyand enjoy it.

Following an initial emphasis on the development of social and classroom

skills the core subjects of reading, mathematics, and handwriting are

stressed in Behavior Analysis classes. Instruction in these areas be-

gins during the child's first year in the program (Head Start or Kinde

garten). There is no longer any doubt that children of four and five are

willing and able to learn these subjects when they are presented in small

group and individual situations, supported by effective reinforcement.

THE DAILY SCHEDULE

The daily, schedule of a Behavior Analysis classroom cah be described in

three parts:

1. planning

2. formal instruction

3. epeciaZ a tivities, or back-ups

Twenty-five to thirty children at different performance levels and four

adults make a complex organization'which must be carefully managed if it

is to be successful. To insure a smooth operation that is always readY

to meet the changing needs of the children, a period is set aside each

day for staff planning. Directed by the lead teacher, these sessions

allow the classroom team to discuss specific strategies to be used with

35
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particular children, new or problematic sections of the curriculum, re-

visions in classroom routine, and back-up activities.

The specific lesson plan for any given day is always determined by the

progress of the children. In general, however, the three core subjects

are all taught during each instructional period. By providing at least

three periods during the day, each child receives instruction in every

subject.

Every instructional period is planned in conjunction with the back-up

activity which will follow. At the beginning of a year there is fre-

quent alternation between instruction (earning periods) and special back-

ups (exchange periods), Ten to- fifteen minutes of instruction, followed

by twenty to twenty-five minutes of 6:change activity, followed by an-

other fifteen minutesof instruction, etc., is a common pattern. As the

children become more skillful, the amount of study time increases and

the end of the year may find a schedule which provides for 45-50 minutes

of study for each ten to fifteen minutes of special activity. At.the

second or third grade level it is not unusual for twenty minutes of con-

tingent special activity to support an entire morning's work.

DISCIPLINE

When appropriate behavior has the immediate consequence of providing

greater access to activfties and events of value to the chifd, low moti-

vation and other factors which contribute to behavior problems are usu-

ally eliminated. 36
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Behavior Analysis uses positive reinfo cement to bu ld improved student

behavior and seeks to eliminate all coercive or negative control proce-

dures. Verbal or physical coercion or threats are not used, but the ab-

sence of these ,echniques should not be confused with permissiveness.

Misbehavior cannot be tolerated in a classroom for it may accidently

meet with reinforcement that will strengthen (teach) it.

Rather than nagging, scolding, or threatening punishment for inattentIon,

the Behavior Analysis teacher first provides heavy reinforcement to an-

other child who attending to the assignment. Then, when the inatten:

tive child starts to work, he is immediately praised by the teacher.

The general strategy is. to ignore inappropriate behavior while providing

heavy and frequent reinforcement for desirable behavior.

Behavior which is potentially damaging or dangerous cannot be ignored.

The procedure used in such circumstances is technically known as "Time-

Out." Time-Out is accomplished without emotion,.lectures or scolding,

but is consistently the travediateconsequence of dangerous behavior.

The child is immediately told what rule he has broken and then seated in

a chair away from the other children. He remains there with a kitchen

timer set for three minutes. As soon as the bell rings, the child re-

turns to the group to be rewarded for his appropriate be_aviors. His

penalty is that for three minutes ihere has beeh no opportunity to en-

gage in behavior that results in token reinforce

These am only two examples of procedures which co -ect una

classroom behaVforMithout the'unWanted side-ef-ec

harsh, co_ cive punishment. 37
B-9
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PROGRAM AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT

The full development of a Behavior Analysis program usually occurs in

three phases. Initially, substantial support is provided by the

University of Kansas. During this phase, the local school district pro-

vides an organizational base with a Program Coordinator and a Parent

Coordinator. The Program Coordinator is responsibile for making the many

elements of the project mesh together in a coherent program, and the

Parent Coordinator introduces the program to the community and recruits

parents to work in the classrooms. For the first year or two, advisors

from the University of Kansas provide necessary training in the 'proce-

dures and techniques of the program. Workshops at Regional Training

Centers, District Workshops, and an inservice course in the Principles

of Behavior Analysis are among the procedures used to supplement and sup-

port program implementation.

During the second phase of the program, local leadership reduces the

district's need for strong support from the University of Kansas. As

the project grows in size, local Staff Training Coordinators assume more

and more of the training and support responsibility. Staff Training

Coordinators and Parent Training Coordinators are the local experts in

the methods and precedures of Behavior Analysis; and they are skilled in

teaching this to other teachers, aides, and parents. People who fill

these positions are generally drawn from the group of Behavior Analysis

teachers and parents who have had classroom experience in the program.
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The third phase of the program generally beg ns as the first group of

children complete the third grade. By this time, Meal training staff,

experienced teachers, aides, and parents are able to continue the pro-

gram and extend its benefits to children in other parts of the school

system. From this point on, only periodic consulting by the University

of Kansas is needed to maintain the vitality and progress of the program.

BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS IN HEAD START

The basic ingredients and strategies of Behavior Analysis are as rele-

vent in Head Start as in elementary classrooms. Four cooperating adults

use carefully timed and frequent reinforcement to accelerate the child-

ren's progress toward clearly stated instructional objectives.

The curriculum used in Head Start is designed to teach the skills needed

to succeed in the elementary grades whether the child continues in a

Behavior Analysis program or not. By the end of the year, Behavio

Analysis Head Start children wcrk in pre-reading, mathematics, and hand-

writing groups, although a variety of preacademic behaviors are empha-

sized during the first half of the year.

Positive and systematic reinforcement is used to teach the entire con-

stellation of behaviors which make up the social role of the student.

From the beginnfng of the year, teachers reinforce a child immediately

and enthusiastically for following simple directions in all situations

where instructions are used. Children who say "Good mo ning" to their

3 9
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teacher, who raise their hands when appropriate, who can distinguish be-

tween the time to talk and the time to listen, who can stay with an as-

signed task and who respond appropriately to the praise and compliments

of the teachers, have an advantage in mastering the school situation.

These skills can be clearly analyzed and effectively taught as a back-

ground to more formal academic lessons.

The unfortunate assumption that Head Start children are not "ready for

formal instruction is no,longer true. When lessons are correctly pre-

sented and responses result in positive reinforcement, the Head Start
fi

child quickly learns the excitement and enjoyment of reading and mathe-

matics.

EVALUAT ION

Continuing evaluation of student progress is the guide to program devel-

opment. During the opening year of a project, this evaluation is pro-

vided by the University of Kansas. Gradually, alZ evaluation procedures

are taken over by the lead teacher in each classroom or by Staff Training

Coordinators.

Straightforward procedures allow a teacher to adjust the allocation of

her instructional periods to meet the changing needs of the students,

and Individual Progress Records chart the advances of every child in the

class. Easily kept, these records provide continuing feedback which the

teacher can use to assess the appropriateness of her classroom organiza-
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tion, to modify her prodedures, arid o adjust quickly to the needs of

any child whose progress is lagging.

Video tapes of small group lessons, coupled with clear definitions of

appropriate and inappropriate teaching behaviors, allow each teacher to

alter her techniques so as to maximize the progress of every child.

Special training is given to Staff Training Coordinators to help them

give personal-coaching to teachers as they view their own'video tapes.

In addition to the large array of internal evaluation and feedback pro-

cedures, the usual range of achievement tests and class records permit

each project to be clearly accountable to the community which it serves.
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Introduction

This imiimal IS tu help you teach in a Behavior Analysis cI:isrutitn. 11w lkhavior Analysts

progr-ant emphasizes the uw of Itositive reinforcement, or rewards, in teaching children;

and it'ialso makes it possible for the child, tiw learner, to be responsible for the eonse-

quenees of his own lwhavior. These two things, positive reinforcement and responsibil-

ity, come together in 3 Set of procedures called The Token System.
Wc now ktunv that children dn better work and learn more if

their good Idmvior bo praised and rewarded immediute/y.
Consequently, a major objective in creating an effective class-

room learning situation is to design procedures that will allow

the teachers to give immediate praise and reinforcement to the

children's good behaviors. There arc many things in the class-

room which can be used as incentives or reinforcers. Some
examples include: the attention and approval of the teachers,

the chance to play with a favorite toy, being with other chil-

dren on the playground, listening to a story, and reading a favorite book.

These incentives will improve or strengthen a particular good behavior if they arc presented

cdiatcly after that behavior occurs. This presents a problem. No classroom could

operate with a system which sent a child out to play immediatdy after each correct

answer or cooperative act. The solution is the token system. A token can be delivered

quickly (immediately after a good behavior); it. dOCS not interrupt what the child is

doing; and it can he exchanged later for any and all of 'the enjoyable things listed above.

ken can be any object, but during the .early grades it is best if the token is an object

which the child can hold and put in his' pocket. It might-he a'match sdck, a marble, a

cardboard disc, or a plastic poker chip.. Igo matter what it looks like, giving a child a

token always says "You'Re DOINC Goon WORN.. TIIANK The following pages

dcscribe how you can use the token system to improve the learning of the children in

your classroom.
The token system is a teaching tool whjch is used in all Behavior Analysis classrooms

because it:

1. MOTIVAT1S---givcs thc children an incentive and keeps ilium interested in their

work.

2. REINFORCEShelps thc children learn by incmeasing the amo

they get immediately, and

ion

3. TEAC1IES INMPENDENCEgives the chilthen the freedom to ero for themselves

the oppot tunity to engage in their favorite activities.

There has been a gicat deal of sdentifie research on token systems during thc past few

years, but for our purposes the important point is simply that children learn better when

their correct answers and other good behaviors are immediately reinforced.

Exchnoge Procedures

TI 1E TOKEN SYSTEM IS AN EXCHANGE SYSTEM. You give the children tokens

for the answers which you like (paying attention, wotking on an assignment, correct

answels, helping, etc.) and the chiklren give you tokens lor dtings which they like

(sh.rii,s, pules, Rct ss, play nem etc. ). To keep the exchange going, I3ehavior

Altalysi% clas..loonts have "earning" pciii.tls, followed by "spending" periods, followed

etc. thionhout each day.

4
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Givitig Tokens
A GOOD TEACHER PAYS HMI I WAGES. Nlost of your time ill be spent pr lisiog

and rewarding the children for the good things they are doing.

YOU MUST KNOW WHAT EACH CIIILD IS ABLE TO DO can praise his
individual improvements. You may give one child tokens for gi Ong right answers to
math probktus whde another child might earn tokens jost for getting out his math
book and opening it to the right page. What you give the tokens for depends no what
you arc trying to teach a particular child.

THE CHILDREN ARE NEVER IN COMPETITION WI'ff-I ONE ANOTHER 1:OR
'TOKENS. Each child earns tokens for doing things which arc good for him reg;trd.
less of what other children may.be doing.

PRMSE WHAT THE CHILD HAS JUST DONE, each time you give a token. "Ithx-es
coon WIdITINli, Thusly. Now on THE NExT Row JUsT As WELL.' There is Ho need to
meotion the token at all. Just present it as you tell tlw child that he is doing what you
like. "THANK you rort. tasmsam: so GAM:FULLY, SALLIE." "I LIKE ME WAY VoU pUT
yoell ROOK AWAY WHEN YOU WERE THRMIGII WITH IT, DAN." "THAT'S loom, Cumtiv-s,
coot) WORK." Try to use the child's name when you praise his good work.

GIVE TOKENS AND PRAISE IMMEDIATELY. Giving a token and praising a child
immediately after hc has put- his materials away will help him much more than, I

LIKE wAy YOU pUT YOUR THINGS AWAY LAST pERIOD." Last period is too long ago,

even if it is only 15 minutes ago.

EACH CHILD SHOULD EARN TOKENS EVERY PERIOD. The tokens cannot
- ,

work unless the children receive them and have the opporttinity to exchange thcm. If
you are working with a group of six children during i handwriting lesson, you may

okens to some of them for getting a whole row correct and you may give tokens
to another because he got just one letter. Even though different children will earn for
different things, all of them must have the opportunity to earn similar amounts. This
means you will have to give each child enough of your help and attention to permit
hint to earn what he is capable ol earning. .

Exchanging Tokens
EVERY CULL SHOULD I3E M3LE TO EXCHANGE

his tokens for something during every spending period
tinder most eitcomstances. There need to he several
different items or activities availahle, at different prices,
during each spending period. Chihli-en with a larger
numher of tokens will bc able to exchange them for inure
expensive items, but there will also be less expensive
items available for children with fewer tokens. Some-
times different amounts of a singlc activity can tin cx .
ehangt d for different amounts of tokens. For example,
each minute of flee play 'nay cost one token. Some chil-
dren w ill want to ext.hangc ten of their tokens for ten
minutes of free play, and othels will only have enough
for, nr want, live minutes.

SETTING l'RICES is easier if you decide I advance how
many tesponses you want a child to mke during mite
earning period just below the exchatige. If you want
molt t hild you ale %sulking wIth iii conlitl e_at kast six
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arithmetic prohi ems duriug the earning perirri I, you will probably set the prices of
exchange activities between 1 and 8 tokens. These prices should allow children who
complete an average animmt of work to exchange for inotlerately attractive items and
those who do better woik will be able to exchange for Illtge expell;ive activities. You
will want to be carefull that some ehiklren are not always limited to exchanging for the
lowest priced items. If you see this happening you will want to spend extra time
helping that child so he will progress faster and have the opportonity to exchange for
inure valuable events.

THE PRICE OF AN ITEM OR EVENT should rdlect how important it is to he
children. Prices will vary from time to time, hot during One exchange period, blocks
may cost 5 tokens, listening to a story may cost 10, and painting a picture to take home
may cost 15. To decide how much au given activity is worth to the children you will
need to watch the children very closely and listen to what they say about things they
want to do. The teacher's job during the spending period is to make sure that the things
which the children want are available. If you arc not sure whether one item is more val-
uable to the children than another, try them both out. During one spending period, for
example, you may make blocks and a story each worth 5 tokens. If, when both have
the same prier, most of the children choose the story, you may want to raise the price
of the story to 7 and lower the price of the blocks to 4.

VARY THE PRICES AND THE ACTIVITIES. Changing die prices and the kinds of
activities which the children can cam adds interest to the entire exchange process and
prevents the system from becoming a dull routine; If recess is always at 10:30 and
always costs 10 tokens, the children will soon deyelop a.pattern of working only until
they havc earned their 10 tokens and then they will quit.(even if it is only 10:00). To
avoid this, and to make the whole system more exeithrg, a'rrangc for recess to cost 8
on some days, and 10 or 11 on others.' Sometimes it will be at 10:30, sometimes at
10:15, and sometimes at 10:35. With this kind of changing system the only way the
children can be sure they will be abld to exchange for 'recess no matter when it conies
or how much it costs is to work steadily throughout the earning period:

This is one of the places that a kitchen tinier comes in handy. At the begi ming of an
earning period, you might sct the timer for 20 niirwtes. When the bell ri igs you can
announce what activities the children may spend
for and bow much each costs. There is no need
to announce either of these things until the bell
rings and you are ready to exchange. Earlier
announcements can, once again, lead to the
problem of a child canning just enough to buy
what Ile wants and then quitting.

Some children may not wdot tu exchange their
tokens for activities at escry sp..nding time.
Under the frer-clioicc procedure of the token
system, thert's up to !hind Don't urge, coax,
or force thon to exchange. If your system is
working properly, thurc will be sonu:thing later
in the day ihat thcy will want to exchange for.

Helpful Accessories
TOKEN APRONS. In the early grades, children

do not spend much time wot king at a dusk.
They tome ,trooltd the class a lot and omolly
do ,,cm work at ',rides with four or lie other



cluldrcn. Ikcanse of the activity in a Ilehavior Analysis i:icsrootn, you will tisually see
all the children and teachers wearing aprons similar to a carpenter's apron. The aprons
protect the children's clothing, and the pockets provide a handy place for tokens.no
matter what the child is doing or where he is in the elassromn. The teachers' apron
pockets hold a large number of tat:115 50 they can lw easily and quickly given out when-
ever appropriate. Each child's name is printed on an iron.on tape label on the front of
the apron. This hclps new parents in the classroom learn who the children are and is a
reminder to use the child's name when praising him tor his good work.

TICKETS. Tokens are a bridge between the good behavior of a child and some child-
selected reward which will strengthen or reinforce that good behavior. Tokens can he
delivered immediately, even if such eventS as recess and stories cannot. It sometimes
helps the mechanics of the exchange if a second bridge, a ticket is used. You -may, for ex-
ample, want to sell a special game on the playground as a bonus activity during recess.
Rather than have the children wear their aprons out to play where they may lose the
tokens, you can scll a ticket to the game before the children go out. When the game
begins, you can collect the tickets front the children who bought them and not have to
worry about counting out the necessary number of tokens outside the classroom.

There are also some occ-asions where a very special event requires several earning periods.
A trip to the zoo might be a case where you will want to set a single, and rather high
price. This is an exception to the rule of not announcing the price of an event in

advance. It is ,..ery unusual and should be saved for special activities, but you and the
other teachers may decide that a zoo ticket will cosi 20 tokens and can be purchased
anytime before noon on Friday. At the end of eaai day during the week before the

trip, the chikIrcn can turn in their tolc'ens in exchange forcheck marks on a chart.
Twenty check marks can he exchanged for the zoo ticket on Friday, which is then

collected just as everybody is ready to leave.

START EACH DAY FRESH. Your schedule will need to be arranged so that all the
tokens a child earns during each day are spent during that same day. If there are
tokens left in apron pockets at the end of a day; empty them out after the children have
left so they will be wady to start with a cician slate the next day. If you find that
several children have large numbers of tokens left at the end of the day, it may mean
that you need more good spending activities for these children, or your prices arc too
low. If the children arc allowed to save tokens from day to day, they may accumulate
enough to spend an entire day without doing any of their lessons hut participating in
all the activities.

On-thcjob Problems
achers have worked oat e1Tcetve solutions to some of the problems which can

come op until the system is running smoothly.

IN Tilv MOUTIL Very young childreo occasionally put tokens in their month. The
lira_ step In correcting thk is tu make a role which says: Tokens are kept in your
pocket. Once tlw rule has been clearly stated, yon eon reinforce it by giving extra
tokens as you say, "Tu.cst .:. voo, S.sststs, rim KL1.1.1m; loRi Ns IN YOUR POCKET."

(h, "I LIKE TIII: WAS' YOU MO: KLIA,ING YOUR TIIN.I.Ns t yOUR POOKI:1", NA:Ncy." I( a
child puts onc in his mouth, simply remind hint of thc rule and take the token back.
There is no nc'ed to leenire or scold. Simply repealing the Jule and taking the.token

wIn soon Ilidkc ii h`.11- that It tS more profitable to lay thcm io a pocket. This is the
only tittle sc hen tol.ens should lw taken away from a child.

:1TEALING. \'ety imrely, eacheis have emotion:led hilthen who ake other ehilthen's
hi a way this is a comphown die leacher's system het se it indicates that
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she has really made the tokens important to tIIC ehila. Nevertheless, since this can tend

to reinforce stealing rather than earning, it must be stopped. One e,isy solution is to

a distinctive token for the offender. II you are using white tokens for the rest of
lass, give blue tokens to the eluld who has been stealing. At trailing dole, be can

only spend blue tokens; the white Ones are not worth anything In him. Since there is

nothing to be gaind anymore by stealing tolier's tokens, it will soon stop.

If more than one child is stealing, you may need to check your entire system. It Buy be

easier for the children to get tokens by stealing than by working. Are you giving
assignments which are too difficult so it is impossible to earn tokens for completing

them? Is the system nming too slowly (too much time between exchanges)? if this

is the case you will modify the assignments so that the children are given work which

is appropriate to their present skill. Are the tokens being left lying around because they

are not important to sonic children fp this case you will need to find more exciting
and valoahle events for these children to earn. When a problem such as stealing devel-

ops in your exchange system, it is a hint that you need to examine the entire system

and fiod a way to improve it. Don't blame the child for being bad. Improve the

system so it will do a better job of teaching him to be good.

E HAVE-NOT CHILD. At trading time, thc lowest price on the menu is 4 tokens

and you find two children have only 3. This may or may not be a problem. First, of

course it is quite possible that these two children simply goofed off during the previous

canting period. Do not scold or lecture them. They will just sit quietly during the
spending period and not receive any of your attention. If it was just a problem of

temporary laziness, you undoubtedly will see these children first in line to exchange

their tokens when the next spending period comes along..
The have-not child may be telling you something about your

system, however, so there are Solite -speFiGc things you
need to watch. Is the child being asked to do something

which is too difficult? This may he the problem if you

see him sitting ar his work, but he does not seem to-
know what to do, or he may he trying and getting wrong
answers. iii either case, there is no opportunity to give
him tokens, and you will need to give him better mate-
rials to work with or give him gime extra help.

Another possibility is that the things you are offering at
spending time ale not "important" to the child so he has stopped "caring" about earninb

tokens. This is sometimes indicated by a child who makts a few responses, gets

token or two, and then just dawdles and plays with them. Here, again, you must re-
examine your systc:n. You will need to make sure that you have exchange items and..

activities available which will he very reinforcing to this child. Remember, he is not

wrong for not being interested. If the system is really going to be a balanced exchange,

yoir must he absolutely sure that you are providiug things at spending time which are

really valuable to the children.
final possibility is that the assignment is correct and the childi is gettilig ,right answers

thebut )oti were not poyiog enough atlenlin11 hiM, so he had no chance tr eeL

tokens he shook! have. This, of course, you can correct inmwdiately and is an impor-

tant pan of the system. It provides a gentle reminder for you to give yoor help and

attention to all of die children.

Sill111Thary

As you can now see, the token system is a way of emphasizing the gnnml things which the

children Ore doing for you, and it provides taneihle evidenc- of your approval. It sets
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up a sytcari Olcie chikken do not have to he coaxed Ind urged ,to "Get ilosyr, "llurry
Up!", and "Pay Attention!". They will work atriiVdy at their assignments because it is
in their,own hest interest. In other words, you have set it up so they are working for
themselves rather than just taking orders. lost of tis prefer that kind of arrangement,
and the children are certainly: no different.

Tokens are always associated with positive events. When they are received they
accompanied with your praise and encourageinem., and when they arc spent it is in
exchange for things the children value. The tokens are never associated in any way
with negative or unpleasant events. You will never take tokens away front a child for
misbehavior (except ftn- "in the mouth" which is physically dangerous); there arc no
fines, no taxes, and no dues in a token system. Neither are they asstieiated with any
kind of pressure. You won't for example, say anything like, "Hurry up or you won't
earn enough tokens for recess." flowerer gentle you may be, that still is a threat, and
tokens must never be associated with threats.

It is worth tePeating that the whole concept of the token system is the concept of positive
orceniensjor good learning behavior. If you have good items for trade, and vary

the prices, times, and quality of these items, you can deVelop an exciting token system
that will guarantee consistent high motivation for all of the children. For the child,
your classroom cart he the most fun place he knows because here he can earn the
opportunity to do the things he likes best. lf you can start a child off in school by
teaching him t the elassrcom is, a lively, interesting place where there is seldom
any punitm and Awl -a lot of excitemcM,I,then that chikl is going to get a much

better cdoca

a
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Suggestions to Rcnicinbc

I, GRP,: I Jyrs o TOKENS ANO PRAISE.

2. GIVE A ToKEN FOlt G linIAVIOK

mediurely.

Nr.tntit TALK AuouT ToKENts Exatn rn
A NNouNet: IF,N.ClIAN(At Plocts.
lf a child asks for tokens or tries to bar.
gain with you, pretend you didn't hpr
hum and givc your attention to another

child who is working.

4. linvout flCiIvlua YOU I 'T LIKE.

5. STAAT EAcki DAY FilEsfl.
Empty the tokens from all ,ockets at the

end of each day so everyone starts each

new (lay with a clean slate;

6, i'Jiwii TAKE ToNLNS AWAY, Exclu,1*

'MIEN 'rimy ARE IN A CIIILD'S

7. Vito
or SI1-,N

IL PAW Es, TIMES, AND CONTENT

; AcTWITics,

8. l'aovun: AS MANY ACTIVITIES bR. ynr,

Clin.urow To Cuoust &tow; AS Pos-

SIULE,

9. K1 r.r.0 It FUN, MAKE. IT ExciT
You ANC) you Tilt; Climmu.N.

1 6
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APPENDIX D

ADULT VERBAL CONTROL OF CHILDREN'S NONVERBAL BEHAVIOR
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Adult Verbal Control
1.

of Children's Nonverbal Behavior

Charles H Pierce and Todd R. Risley

The University of Kansas

An adult's verbal behavior di_ _ntially controlled
children's ftee play activities 22 or more hours later.
Five children were given a trinXet of their choice at the
end of the day for playing with a specific preschool toy
during free play. Use of the toy was only mentioned at
the end of the day. A 17 day separation between the adul
verbal behavior and the ohildren's.free play activities
did not disrupt this verbal control when the toy was
named, the nonverbal behavior ofHthese Head Start, Negro
children corresponded to-the adult's verbal behavior.
When'the toy was not-named-<that is, the children were
rewarded for playing with "itu.Y, differential control
of the children's ,nonverbal behavior was not achieved.
These results indicated the didoriminative stimulus
properties of the adult's verbal behavior was 4 critical
variable controlling the children's nonverbal play
behavior. Subsequent procedures indicated the adult
verbal behavior would- conirol the children's play
behavior when correspondence wag not required. This
control was however weaker than when correspondence was
required.

51
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Pierce 1

Teachers, parents,.and therapists base much of their

behavior on the assumption that what they say will affect

what their listeners do. -It is also assumed that this

effect will be an enduring one. So courses are taught.

It might be argued that therapists and teachers primarily

change the verbal behavior of their clients and that a

corresponding change in their clien_s' nonverbal behavior

does not necessarily occur. Risley and Hart (1968) have

demonstrated that this correspondence does not immediately

occur when only the verbal behavior of preschool children

concerning their corresponding nonverbal behavior is rein-

forced. Reinforcing the childten's "saying" was subsequently

sufficient to control their "doing". This study akked

whether the childr "Saying" was functionally necessary

to a modification of their "doing"i)y investigating,

whether the children's "doing" would correspond to an

adult s "saying".

Skinner(1957) based much of his theoretical analysis

f verbal behavi-r on the assumption that any person s speech

will affect his listeners. He further assumed that the

discriMinative stimulus pronerties -f the speaker's behavior

was a critical variable effecting the listener. This study

evaluated those assumptions.

5 2
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Pierce 2

Method

Subjects and Setting

rive children, three girls and two boys, enrolled in

the Parent Co-operative Preschool of the Juniper Gardens

Children's Project in Kansas City, Kansas (cf. Risley,

1968) served. All were 4- to 5-year-old Negroes from

large fam lies with low incomes.

Procedure

Nonverbal Behavior: All sessions were conducted from

8:45 to 9:00 A.M. prior to the formal classroom activities

of the preschool. Sessions were conducted every day the

preschool was in session providing at least four of the

children were present. Only at this time were the children

permitted to play with these toys: Lincoln logs, nesting

toys (Willy in the Fruit), rag dolls, cars, and beads. The

pos tion of the toys was randomly varied before each session.

Am observer continuously recorded the toys played

with by each of the children and the sequence with which each

toy was played. "Played with" wad defined as manipulation

f a toy for more than 5 seconds. So, for example, moving

a toy aside or sitting on a toy was not counted.

Verbal Behayipp-Toy_Named.: Just prior to the end of the

preschool day (at 11:30 A.M.) the children came to the

preschool office which was a setting different from the free

play sett ng. Following an initial baseline condition, each

child was told the following: "That was very good

name), you played with the (name of toy)." One toy
.

was chosen at each condition and only those children who had

5



Pierce 3

played with that toy were told the preceding. These chi_d en

also selected a trinket of their choice from the presch-ol

store and were given a few M&Ms. Mothing was said to the

other children who had not played with the particular

toy except that all children were told,"Thank you, see

you tomorrow uy

onse Reliability

RAlults

second person independently observed the children

paay at least once during each condition. Out oE the pos-

Wele 280 disagreements the observers dif ored twthoe.

A dlsagreemnc could occur when,fever both observers did

mot both note any of the children playing with any of the

toys or when they differed recording the sequence with thich

eacth toy was played. For example, if all 5 children were

present when reliability was assessed, then there were a

possible 25 disacreements since the ch ld ld play

with any or all of the 5 toys.

The adult's verbal behavior was observed by a second

person whe made a complete written transcript of what was

said to each child. This transcript corresponded per-

fectly with the state ent listed under Verbal Behavior above.

Baseline

For the first seven sessions the children played with

the toys with no instructions from the adult, They did

not meet with the adult at the end of the preschool day.
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Figure 1 siide= presents the percent of childr n who

played with each toy across sessions. Percent of children

playing with a toy was used as the dependent variable be-

cause of occasional absences. It can be seen that the per-

cent of childron playing with each toy remained relatively

constant across sessions, Generaily logs were most often

'al?cut Ihelre
y

rudevz r /173(.1e

played with and dolls least ofte- - with fruit, cars and

beads played with by about h If of the children.

ment

Toy_Named: Follow). g se sion 7 the children gathered

together at the end of the preschool day and the procedures

ou lined above under Verbal Behavior vere instituted. Only

one child had played y th the fruft that day and so h

was told he had played with the fruit and was offered his

choice of a trinket fron1 the mstore. Within two sessions

all children were playinç ith the fruit and all continued

playing with the fruit throughout the condition. A 17 day

break between sessions la and 12 due to the Christmas holi-

days did not affect the children's play with the fruit.

The one child who h d played with the cars on se

12 was reinforced at the end of the day. The usage of cars

gradually increa2sed so that on session 18 and until the end

of the condition, all children played with the care.,



Pierce 5

the children's play with cars increased, the children's

play with fru t decreased to its baseline level. With

the exception of logs, reinforcing play with one toy did

not alter play with the other toys. Logs were consistently

played with by all of the children except when all of the

children played with the fruit. At that time, the average

use of logs by the children dropped to 61%.

Toy_Not Named: Following session 211 the one child

who had played with the beads was reinforced at the end

of the day. The general -format outlined under Verbal Be-

havior was centinued but the adult d- d not name the boy

and said "it" instead. This procedure assessed whether

the adult's speech served as a.discriminative stimulus

for the childre-'s play with the particular toy which

was named. Figure I clearly hows there was no differen-

tial effect of the adult's-speech upon the children's play .

behavior when the toy was not naned. In fact, during two

ses ions none of the chiddren played with the beads.

This necessitated changing the adult's verbal behavior

to :"No one played with it. See you tomorrow." During

these sessions the store was also visible to the children

but no reinforcemenLs were given. This procedure was then

rep atedfor fruit. The adult's verbal behavior clearly

had no affect when fruit was not naned, for on six of the

v n sessions no one played with it.
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Pierce 6

After session J5 the adult said "No one played with

the fruit. See you tomorrow." Namdng the t y produced an

immediate and generally sustained increase in the preent

-f children playing with fruit. The children continued

pl-ying with the toy which was last named throughout both

"not named" cond tions. The perc- -t of children playing

with cars only decreased to baseline ley ls after another

toy W45 explicitly named.

On day 50 the children were told "No one played with

the beads. See you tomorrow." As with fruit all of the

children be--n playing. with 'the beads and play with fruit

returned to its baseline level.

After se.sion 54 correspondence between the adult's

"saying" and the children's "doing" was not required.

each child was told hr had played with the dolls and

given a trinft_e--- of his or her choice fron thP preschool

store. S ying did somewhat control the children's doing,

however the extent of this control was not as strong as

when corresponde ce was required. In no instance did

the two boys :la_ with the dolls.

Discu sion

The present results indicate children's nonverbal

Y behavior may be modified by the'combination of an

adult's verbal secLfication of the toy which is reinf-

57
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Pierce 7

the reinforcement for playing wi h that toy. It is there-

fore clear that the children's "sayin ' was probably not

functionally necessary to a modification of their "doing"

in the Risley and Hart (1968) study.

The absence of differential control of thE children's

nonverbal behavior only when the adult did not name the

specific toy which was reinforced suggests that discriminative

stimulus properties of the adult's speech were a critical

variable in controlling the children's nonverbal behavior.

These results support Skinner's (1957) analysis of the

discriminative stimulus properti s of verbal behavior.

5
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Footnote
1. The continued c000erati_n of Mrs. Joan Brigham,

Mrs. Barbara Hughes, and Miss Kay Madill of the
Juniper Gardens Co-operative Preschool is gratefully
acknowledged and appreciated. This research was
supported by Grants (CG-8474) from the Office of
Economic Opportunity, Head Start Research and De-
monstration, and by PHS Training Grant HD 00183
from the National Institute Of Child Health and
Human Development to the Kansas Center for Research
in Mental Retardation and Human Development.Portions
of this paper will be presented at the American
Psychological Association's annual meeting in September,
1970. Reprints may be obtained from Charles Pierce,
auniper Gardens Children's Project, 2021 North
Third Street, Kansas City, Xansas 66104.
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